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Abstract - During synthetic interferogram generation
(whereby a DEM and platform positions are used to calculate
expected fringes), an interpolation step is necessary during the
transformation from map geometry into the slant-range geome-
try of the radar image.   Particularly in hilly terrain, assump-
tions made during the interpolation step can have an impact on
the accuracy of the simulation. We investigate differences
between simulations made using differing assumptions and
interpolation methods, and provide algorithm recommendations.

We show results both from one-pass methods (where no
knowledge of each radar geometry grid location’s neighbouring
slopes is assumed) and a two-pass method (improved accuracy at
the price of increased computational cost). In the latter method,
after the initial pass through the DEM, a second-pass range-
sorted traversal is made (allowing knowledge of each point’s
immediate neighbours, even in hilly terrain) before the final
interpolation for each point.

We highlight the effects of differing algorithms for various ter-
rain types, and discuss how assumptions about the extent of
topography within a scene can be used to accelerate generation
of the synthetic image products. We demonstrate the differences
using simulated ASAR imagery produced using ERS data. 
Keywords: SAR, Synthetic Interferogram, Phase noise, Topology, SLC,
InSAR, DEM, ENVISAT ASAR, ERS

I.  INTRODUCTION

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) terrain-geocoding refers to
geometric calibration of a radar image from its native range -
Doppler co-ordinate system into a generally more inter-com-
parable map projection. In backward geocoding, for a position
in map geometry one iterates along an orbit model to find a
position of the radar platform corresponding to range and
Doppler parameters provided in the product annotations.

During synthetic interferogram generation, one typically
performs backward geocoding at each point in the digital ele-
vation model (DEM)  for each of the two images independ-
ently. Given the platform imaging positions  and  for the
two acquisitions, calculating the difference in slant range dis-
tances between the two acquisitions  is then:

, (1)

and the interferometric (non-wrapped) phase , in the repeat-
pass case: .

II.  ONE PASS: CYCLE DEM

A.  Nearest Neighbour & Linear Interpolation for Hole-filling
Given that layover effects prevent one from having general

knowledge of one’s neighbours, in a single pass of the DEM,

one can only judge the nearest neighbour within the slant
range image grid. The geolocation of the master image pro-
vides the range  and azimuth  coordinates of . The value
of the synthetic interferogram  may be set via nearest-neigh-
bour (NN) interpolation: ir = nint(r), ia=nint(a), where nint()
provides the nearest integer to a floating point value. The map
geometry phase difference value recovered from a given east-
ing and northing location (E,N) is then simply transferred into
the radar geometry grid via . “Holes”
left in the slant range image grid after complete DEM traver-
sal may appear on mountain back slopes, and even in flat areas
if the DEM resolution is lower than that of the slant range
image grid. Aside from those on the image grid’s external
boundaries, these “holes” may be filled using linear interpola-
tion.

B.  Motivation for Phase Noise Countermeasures

However, even without knowledge of a DEM position’s
immediate neighbours, one can improve the interpolation by
using a model of the expected phase trends in the interfero-
gram across the minute interval between the DEM’s position
in radar geometry and the closest discrete slant range grid
position. The range phase trend in particular is strong even
within this small interval; compensation for the phase trend
during resampling removes a source of phase noise. 

The noise is usually small, but all noise sources hinder
phase unwrapping: in an InSAR processing chain during
height model generation, when a coarse DEM’s synthetic
interferogram  is subtracted from a raw interferogram 
to expedite phase unwrapping, phase errors in the synthetic
interferogram are passed through to the flattened interfero-
gram . Often this flattened interferogram is then low-pass
filtered, removing much of the noise. However, in a later step,

 is added back to the unwrapped filtered phase, reproduc-
ing the original geometry, but also reintroducing ’s phase
noise, allowing it to survive into the height model itself. Dif-
ferential interferograms inherit the phase noise directly. Phase
noise also reduces the effectiveness of space-varying demodu-
lation [1] for differential InSAR between high and low-resolu-
tion SAR images. For all these reasons, the noise should be
kept to a minimum.

C.  Global Ellipsoid Phase Trend Compensation

The expected phase trend may be calculated for an ellipsoid
geometry by geolocating both master and slave scenes at a set
of, e.g. 10×10 grid points in the DEM’s cartographic or geo-
graphic geometry, and calculating the differential phase 
via (1). For those points within the range and azimuth bounds
of the master image (see + in Fig. 1), a least-squares fit (e.g..  Parts of this work were supported by ESA/ESTEC contract 14143/00/NL/GD
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biquadratic) of  can be calculated as a function of slant
range and azimuth time . A similar methodology is
employed during ellipsoid-flattening of interferograms [4],
although in that case a mix of backward and forward geocod-
ing is typically used.

During resampling into radar geometry, the phase differ-
ence between the integer grid point (ir,ia) and the fractional
location furnished via geocoding (r,a) is modelled as

, (2)

and the following correction applied to complement the near-
est-neighbour methodology discussed above:

, (3)

where  compensates for the phase trend between the
grid location (ir,ia) and the fractional position (r,a) provided
via geolocation of the map coordinate (E,N). 

III.  TWO-PASS: RANGE-SORTED TRAVERSAL

A single pass of the DEM is less computationally expensive
than multiple passes, and therefore preferred whenever possi-
ble. However, certain parameters can generally only be esti-
mated given multiple passes (e.g. a layover / shadow mask). In
the case of synthetic interferogram generation, a second pass
makes it possible to range-sort each map geometry line,
allowing knowledge of each DEM point’s immediate neigh-
bours in slant-range geometry, removing layover ambiguity.
Knowledge of one’s immediate neighbours is a prerequisite
for many interpolation methods, e.g. inverse-distance weight-
ing.

In our two-pass algorithm, the first pass is performed, as
described previously, as a sequential map geometry DEM
traversal: the differential phase is tabulated at each DEM
point, as is the corresponding radar geometry coordinate
(range & azimuth).

In the second pass, a circular buffer is used to cycle through
the DEM, whereby each buffered line is range-sorted (using a
quicksort algorithm) to remove layover ambiguity. At each

point, the most immediate neighbours both on the same and
following lines are discerned. For each discrete slant range
grid location within the bounds of these neighbours, point-in-
triangle tests are performed to confirm that the location’s
phase value is determined by these vertices. Given that the
grid point is confirmed to be within the triangles, the interpo-
lation step may now proceed. 

The interpolation method must account for the local phase
trend across slant range. We perform an inverse distance
weighting to the phase values from the neighbourhood points,
and interpolate at each grid location. The basic fringe rate
(already caught in the ellipsoid model) increases with larger
interferometric baselines; the sensitivity of the fringe rate to
variations in height across the scene also grows with baseline
length. Proper compensation for the global and local fringe
rate therefore becomes increasingly important as the baseline
is extended.

IV.  COMPARISONS

For an ERS-1/2 tandem data set acquired over San Fran-
cisco (USA), we compared results from differing algorithms
using an ellipsoid reference (flat “DEM”), and a USGS DEM.

A.  Calibration Flat 50m “DEM” - Azimuth Profiles

A flat “DEM” with a 50m sampling interval was used for
calibration/validation purposes to measure the phase noise
present in synthetic interferograms produced via different
algorithms. Fig. 2 shows a close-up azimuth profile of single-
pass synthetic interferograms calculated (a) with and (b) with-
out ellipsoid phase trend compensation. Note the large reduc-
tion in disturbances when phase noise countermeasures are
applied. The standard deviation of the noise is reduced from
6.11° to 0.15°. Fig. 2(c) shows the profile resulting from the
two-pass algorithm, whereby the local range phase trend is
compensated. The residual phase error is also low (0.68°), but
slightly higher than (b) - for this simplified flat “DEM” the
global correction factor is more accurate.

Similar profiles can be made in range, but in that case, the
baseline range phase trend must first be subtracted to make
such small noise contributions visible. 

B.  USGS San Francisco DEM

As a further test, a DEM covering San Francisco was used
to generate a synthetic interferogram corresponding to an
ERS-1/2 tandem pair ( =111[m]) processed in ENVISAT
format. Close-ups of a mountainous area within the interfero-
gram are shown in Fig. 3. An extract of an interferogram cal-
culated using the one-pass method with global ellipsoid phase
trend compensation is shown in Fig. 3(a). Note how the global
phase trend estimate breaks down in the hilly area, causing
some range-streak phase artifacts. Those streaks are absent in
the second extract, Fig. 3(b), displaying a sample result from
the two-pass algorithm with local fringe rate compensation
described above. 

C.  Delft-precise vs. Product-header-precise State Vectors

The synthetic interferograms generated were used to “flat-
ten” the phase of an ERS-1/2 tandem San Francisco interfero-
gram. The ERS data were focused to SLC products with the
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Fig. 1: Ellipsoid Phase Model Calculation 
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ENVISAT processor, and combined interferometrically using
RSL software. Fig. 4 illustrates the influence of orbit accuracy
on correct DEM-flattening of interferogram phase. On the left,

a DEM-flattened interferogram is shown whereby the product
header’s (precise) state vectors were used for ERS-1, and
Delft-precise [2] state vectors for ERS-2. On the right is the
result when Delft-precise orbits were used for both ERS-1 and
ERS-2. Note the clear reduction in number of residual fringes
when both sets of state vectors are derived from the same
source. Correlated errors within each “precise” orbit data set
may contribute to residual fringes when state vectors from dif-
ferent sources are mixed.

V.  CONCLUSIONS

Proper interpolation during synthetic interferogram genera-
tion is even more important than during conventional terrain
geocoding. For relatively flat terrain, an ellipsoid phase model
should be used in combination with a one-pass nearest-neigh-
bour resampling, compensating for the phase trend within the
interpolation interval. Phase noise artifacts result without such
compensation, increasing with baseline length. In hilly
regions, where a global fringe model loses validity, the addi-
tional computational expense of a second range-sorted DEM
traversal further reduces phase noise artifacts, ensuring flatter
differential interferograms - useful in a wide variety of appli-
cations.
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Fig. 2: Synthetic interferogram azimuth phase difference profile close-ups 
- 50m Calibration/Validation Flat “DEM”, San Francisco geometry

(a) Global Ellipsoid-based 
Phase-trend Compensation

(b) Local DEM-based 
Fringe Rate Compensation

Fig. 3: Close-ups of extracts from synthetic interferograms (0-2π 
grayscale)
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ERS-2 Delft-precise State Vectors
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State Vectors

Fig. 4: Influence of orbit accuracy on residual fringes
ERS-1/2, San Francisco, California, USA; © ESA 1996, RSL 2001
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